
 Strategic Plan Map 2016-2020 

ADDC becomes a leading water and electricity distribution and 
supply company comparable with the top quartile performers 

worldwide by 2020 

 Building a smart and sustainable
 distribution network that meets the demand and

supports rationalization of consumption

 Delighting the customers by reaching
 them with services that meet their

needs

Safely operating and controlling the
 distribution network, maintaining a 

continuous e�ciency of operation

 To lead all operations with the highest
 excellence standards which shall
crown the company as the quality

 model in Abu Dhabi

Exceeding our customers
 expectations via the provision of smart 
 services that meet their needs in a short

period of time

The planning and construction
 of a smart, e�ective, robust and 
sustainable distribution network

 Operation
Excellence

Growth &
 Sustainability

Customer
Delight 

 The robustness
of the periodic

 maintenance plans 
 related to all elements

 of the network and
 instant response to
 emergencies and

direct repair

 Contributing to
 reducing the

 carbon
footprint

 Connecting our
 customers

instantly

 Fully  complying
 with international

 standards and
 measures of

quality and safety

 Building and
 managing the

Smart Grid for the
 instantaneous 
 control of the
 distribution

network

 Preparing distribution network
 growth plans that support the

 urban and economic  growth of
Abu Dhabi

 E�ectively
 Managing and

 executing all
distribution

 network growth 
 projects

Performance
Driven Organization Enablers

 Enabling the
 customer to

 control his daily
consumption

 Simplifying all service
procedures

 Putting the
 service at the

 �ngertips of the
customers

  Vision
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 A robust �nancial
model

 A company with excellent performance lead by a proud and e�cient employee

Care Innovation Ownership Teamwork

 Purposeful social 
 responsibility  and
 solid relationship
with stakeholders

Organization
 excellence in 

overall
performance 

Attracting, 
developing and 

retaining national 
talent

 Transforming
 the company’s

brand

Transparency

PDO2 PDO3 PDO4 PDO5 PDO6PDO1
 Creating an

 attractive
 environment that
 fosters innovation

and creativity

Core Values


